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Abst rac t - - In  the present work, the problem of estimating parameters of statistical models for 
categorical data is analyzed. The minimum K¢-divergence stimator is obtained minimizing the 
K¢-divergence measure between the theoretical and the empirical probability vectors. Its asymptotic 
properties are obtained. From a simulation study, the conclusion is that our estimator emerges as 
an attractive alternative to the classical maximum likelihood estimator. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the probability densities ga(x) with respect o a cr-finite measure # on the statistical 
space (C,~c,Pa)aEec~s and the decomposition {C1, . . . ,Cm} of C. Then P#(C~) = f~(O), 
i = 1, . . . ,  m defines a discrete statistical model. Let Y1,..- ,  Y~ be a random sample drawn from 
the previous population and we denote the frequency vector by ifi = (/~1,...,/~m)t with/~j -- Xj/n 
m and Xj = ~-~i=l I{j}(Yi) j = 1, . . .  ,m. 
If we are interested in estimating ¢, the most known point estimator is the maximum likelihood 
estimator (MLE). The statistic (X1,. . .  ,X,~) is obviously sufficient for the statistical model 
underconsideration a d is multinomially distributed. Therefore, if ~j~=l/~J log fj(~) is almost 
surely (a.s.) maximized over @ at some ~, then ~ is the MLE. Moreover, the MLE can equivalently 
be defined by the condition ~ = argmin~ee D(P,f(~)) a.s., where/~ -- (/~1,... ,16,~) t, f(~) = 
(fl(¢),..., f,~(O)) t and D is the Kullback divergence [1]. So, in this discrete model, to estimate 
with the MLE is equivalent to minimizing the Kullback divergence on ~) E O C_ ~.  As a natural 
extension of the MLE, it is possible to consider other divergence measures instead of the Kullback 
divergence to minimize. The power-divergence was considered by [2]. Later, [3] considered, as a 
generalization of the minimum power-divergence estimator, the minimum C-divergence estimator 
based on the Csisz£r's divergence [4,5]. Based on the Re-divergence measure, [6,7] introduced 
and studied a new estimator. 
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In this paper, we define the minimum K¢-divergence stimator based on the K¢-divergence 
measure introduced by [8] as 
i= l  
where ¢ is a convex function. Our aim is to prove its consistency and normality under certain 
regularity conditions. Finally, a simulation study is carried out to compare the new estimator 
with the classical MLE. 
2. AUXIL IARY RESULTS:  K¢-D IVERGENCE ASYMPTOTICS  
Let Y1,.. -, Yn be a random sample from a population with an unknown parameter 0 C O C_ R s, 
s < m - 1. Suppose that there exist a function f(~)) = ( f l (~) , . . . ,  fro(O)) t mapping each value 
of ~ = (01 , . . . ,0s )  t into a point in A,~ = {p = (P l , . . . ,Pm) /P i  > 0 and ~-]~im__lpi -- 1}. As 0 
ranges over the values of O, ~r = f(vD) ranges over a subset H0 of Am. When we assume that 
a given model is correct, we are really just assuming that here exists a value 0* of v9 such that 
f (¢*)  -- ~*, where 7r* is the true value of the multinomial probability, i.e., ~r* C ri0. 
DEFINITION 1. The minimum K¢-divergence stimator of ~* is any ~¢ E E) (the closure e )  
so that K¢(/~,f(0¢)) = infoeoK¢(/~,f(¢)) .  So the K¢-divergence estimator will be ~¢ = 
info o f (O)) .  
Throughout he paper, we restrict ourselves to unknown parameters 0 satisfying the regularity 
conditions introduced by Birch [9]. 
(a) There is an s-dimensional neighborhood of ¢* completely contained in O. 
(b) lr* = f~(~*) > 0 for i = 1 , . . . ,m.  
(c) f is totally differentiable at ~*, so that the partial derivatives of f~ with respect o each 
0j exist at zD* and f (0)  = f(0*) + (~) (0  - ¢*) + o(]]v~ - ~*]]) when ~ --+ 0", with 
Of(e*) Ofi(O*) oo an m × s matrix being ~ its ( i , j )  element. 
(d) The Jacobian ~ is of full rank s. 
(e) The inverse mapping f -1  is continuous at f (0*)  = 7r*. 
(f) The mapping f is continuous at every point 0 E 0. 
LEMMA 1. Being ¢ a convex function and ~(x) = ¢(x ) /x  concave, if p -+ 7r* = f(~*) and z9 -+ ~* 
with f (~) ---- 7r, then 
K¢(p, Tr)= (Dv,(~.)) l / :  (p -  ~*) - A (O - O *) : + o ( ] lp -  ~*H2 + Ho - o*ll2) , 
where D~,(~,) is an m x m diagonal matr ix with ~(x) = ¢(x ) /x  and A is an m x s matrix such 
[ Ofl (O*) ~ ,~t [7~* ~ 1/2 thatA i j=~w~ i~ , i= l , . . . ,mand j= l , . . . , s .  
PROOF. From regularity Conditions (c) and (d) of Birch, we have that f/(v~) > 0; Pi > 0 when 
][t9- 0"[] and [ [p-  ~r*]] are sufficiently small, then expanding in a Taylor series around ~r the 
function 
in Pi we get 
then 
I~ (Pi) = ~! (7ri) (Pi -- 7ri) 2 -~- Op (n - l )  , 
+ o (n -1) 2 , 
i=1 
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and ~'(Tr~) = ~'(Tr*) + o(1) when p ~ 7r* and 7r --* 7r*. Furthermore,  (Tr~ - p~)2 < 2(7h - 7r*) 2 + 
e(~; - ;,)~. 
Using Condit ion (c) of Birch, it follows that  
(~, _ ~T) = O 11~ -- O* [I and (~ - p0 2 = o (llO - ~* I! 2 + lip - ~*1] ~) 
as p ---* ~r* and t9 --+ 0". So 
K¢(p,  7 0 = (D~,(~.))1/2 (p _ 7r) 2 + 0 (11; - ~*112 + I]~ - o*1f~) • 
From Condit ion (c), it also follows that  
(Dr , ( , . ) )  1/2 (Tr - p) = (D~,(~.)) 1/2 (~r* - p) + d (~9 - ~*) + o ([Iz9 - O*ll) 
besides as 
3 
(11(~* - p)ll 2 + I1~ - ~*112) , "  (1I(~* -p) l l  + I1~ -~*11) I lO-  ~*11 < 7 
this means that  
(By , ( . , ) )  1/2 (7I" -- p) 2 = (D~,(~,))1/2 (It* - p) + A (0 - O*) 2 + o (lip - ~*112 + I1~ - ~*112). 
| 
LEMMA 2. I f  O°(p) = ~* + (AtA) - IAt (D~,(~*)) I /2(p-  7r*), then 
K¢(p , f (O) )= (D~,(, .)) l /2 (p -  T r* ) -d (O°(p) -O*)  2 
+[[d  (zg° (p) - ~*)[I 2 -~- o ( [ ]p -  ~,[]2 + II(~°(p) ~9) 1[ 2) 
when p --* 7r* and ~ -~ ~* being ¢ a convex function and ~(x) = ¢(x ) /x  concave. 
PrtOOF. Since (~ - ~9°(p))At[(D~,(~.))l/2(p - ~*) - A(O°(p) - ~9")] = 0, then 
(D~, (~. ) ) l /2 (p_~. )_A(O_~. )  2= (D~, (~. ) ) l /2 (p_~. )_d(~9O(p)_O. )  2 (1) 
+ IIA(~ - ~°(;))[I 2. 
By Lemma 1 and using (1), 
K¢(p, f(v~)) = (D~,(~.)) 1/2 (p - 7r*) - A (OO(p) _ 0") e 
+ IIA (~ - ~°(p))ll 2 + o (lip - ~*112 + I1~ - ~*112) • 
As 
I1~- ~*112 ~ 2 (11~- ~°(p)ll2 + IIO°(p) - ~*ll 2 ) and O°(p) -O*=o( l lp -~* l l ) ,  
then we obta in the result. 
LEMMA 3. Being ¢ a convex function and 99(x) = ¢(x) /x  concave if ~)¢(p) E (~ verify that 
then ~¢(p) - O°(p) = o ( l lp -  ~*11) ~p ~ ~*, i.e., 
O¢(p) = O* + (AtA) -1 A t (Dr , ( . . ) )  V2 (p - 7r*) + o([]p - ~*11). 
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PROOF. We are going to prove that given s > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that 
inf K¢(p,f(v~)) > K¢(p,/(O°(p))) > infK¢(p,f(~))) 
II ~9-~9. (p)II >sllp-~* II ~ 
whenever lip - Jr*ll < 5, since then we have that IlO¢(p) - ~°(P)II <- slip - ~*[I. 
Let # be the smallest eigenvMue of AtA (by Condition (d) of Birch), # > 0. We choose 61 > 0 
and ~ > 0 in such a way that if 
then 
l ip-  ~*ll < 51,11~-~°(p)11 <~, with 0 e @, 
(Dv,(~.)) 1/2 (p - Jr*) - A(O°(p) - 0") 2 
[ S2~ ] 
(ll -  *ll + s - + IIA(0 - ~°(p))ll 2 - k ~ J  
\ 
(2) 
< K¢(p,f(¢)) < (Dv,(~.))l/2(p-Jr *) -A(~9°(p) -~9") 2 
[ S2 tZ 1  *ll + + ]]d(~ - ~°(p))ll 2 +/ (~-g-¢-~/  
51 and # there exist by Lemma 2. Now for sli p -Jr*H < ]]vq°(P) -v~l] < " and HP-  Jr*i] < 51, we 
have 
K4,(p,f(~)) > (D~o,(,.))~/2(p-Jr *) - A(~°(p) -~*)  2 + L(~-25-~+ 2 ] 
Furthermore, 
r s2. l(,l _Jr.ll2) K¢ (P,f (O°(P))) < (Df,(~.))l/2 (p_ Jr.) - A(¢°(P) - ¢*) 2+ LT- J~ J  
follows from (2) substituting 0 = ~°(p). 
Then for Ilp-Jr*ll < 51, inf~>ll#-¢.(p)ll>~lip-,*ll K¢(p, f(@)) > K¢(p, f(OO(p))). It only remains 
to prove that 
inf K¢(p, f(~9)) > K¢(p, f(t9 ° (p))). 
I1'O-'o* (p)II > v 
By Condition (e) of Birch, f -1  is continuous in Jr*, then there exist l / such  as ill(e) - J r*  II > "' 
whenever I1~- e*ll > ~/2. 
From the definition of ~°(p) = ~* + (AtA)-IAt(D~,(~.))I/2(p - Jr*), we can choose 52 < ~/2  
such as I I~°(p/-  ~*11 < ~/2 if lip - Jr*ll < 62. 
When I1~- zg°(p)ll > v and IIP-P*II < 62, then I1~-~*11 > IIS- ~°(P)I I -  11~9°(P)-S*II > t,/2. 
Consequently, ~ 
l ip -  Jrll -> IIJr-Jr*ll- l ip -  Jr*ll > . ' -62  > 7 
As ¢ is strictly convex, there exist ~ > 0 such as K¢(p, f(zg)) > ~ when lip - Jrll > J /2 .  ~om 
Lemma 2, K¢(p, f (0°(p)))  --+ 0 if p --+ Jr*. Then there exist 53 such that 
K¢(p,f(~)°(p))) < if, whenever l ip-Jr*l! < 6s. 
Then for l ip -  7r'el < 64 = min(6~, 63), we have 
inf K¢(p, f(~))) > Ki~(p, f(~°(p))). 
I l l - ' a*  (r ,) l l>- 
Choosing 5 = min(61, (~4), then for lip - Jr* II < 6, we get 
IIO-e*(pipf~IIp-~*IIK¢(P')IF> f (~))  > K¢(p, f(z9° (p))). 
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3. EST IMATOR ASYMPTOTICS  
In this section, we prove that the minimum K¢-divergence estimator isconsistent and converges 
in distribution to a multivariate normal random vector under the above regularity conditions of 
Birch, 
THEOREM 1. Ire is a convex function and ~(x) = ¢(x)/x is concave, the minimum K¢-divergence 
estimator, ~¢, satistles the expansion 
~-~9*q-(_A_tA)-lAt (D~o,(~r.))l/2 (X -Tr ' )  -t-op(n -1/2) (3) 
being 
PROOF.  As 
A = 
0~91 /] '•" ~k 0~s ) ~91 (Try) 1/2 
(Of,~(_O*)~,(rc~)*/2 (Of.~(v~*) 
- , N (O ,D ,~._ l r  ~r ), 
then X/n = ~r* + OR(n-U2). Replacing in Lemma 3 p by X/n and ~¢(p) by ~¢(X/n) = ~¢, we 
obtain the result required. | 
THEOREM 2• I re is a convex function and ~(x) = ¢(x)/x is concave, under the above regularity 
the asymptotic distribution of V ~ @¢ - ~*) is conditions, 
N (O,(AtA)-IA t (D~,(,~.)) -1/2 (D~. - 7r*Tr*)(D~o,(,~.)) -1/2 A (Ata) -1 
PROOF• By  Theorem i, 
-v/-~ @¢ - O*) = v~ (AtA)-l At (D~,,(~.))l/2 (X -Tr*) +op(1) 
with 
and 
Aij = k, 0~j ] ~' (71"*)1/2 
- > N (0, D~. - rr%*t). 
n - -+ oo  
Then the asymptot ic  distribution of 
v/-n (t~¢ -- t9 * ) and 
is the same. As  the asymptot ic  distribution of the second one is normal  wi th  mean vector zero 
and  covariance matr ix  
(XtX) -1A t (D~,,(~.)) -x/2 (D~. - ~r*~c *t) (D~,(~.)) -1/2 A (AtA) -1 , 
we have proved the result. | 
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COROLLARY 1. Under the hypothesis of the previous theorem, we have 
-io,..>, 
where 
E = \ 0t9 ] (AtA)-IA' (BY ' ( ">) - ' / '  (D , .  - ~r*~*t) (D~,( , .>) - ' /2  A (AtA) - '  
PROOF. Taking into account that 
: :> :  j + o, (:,,,), 
the result is obtained from Theorem 2. | 
4. S IMULAT ION STUDY 
Apart from the good asymptotic properties of the minimum K¢-divergence stimator, it is 
interesting to know its behavior for finite-samples. It is not possible to do it for all ¢ so we fix a 
family of functions ¢ depending on A 
¢(x) = ¢~(x) = x log(x), if A = 1. 
In the following, a simulation study is carried out to compare the family of minimum K¢(A)- 
divergence stimator, t9¢(~), with A = 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, and 4.5 among them and with the 
maximum likelihood est imator  ~MLE. 
We consider the model of independence in a 2 × 3 contingency table given by 
/ (o)  = o = (on , . . . ,  ~)T ,  
where 
011 ~ 71"1.~.1 , 012  : 71"1.71".2 , 013  ~ 71"1.T'.3 , 
021  ~ 712.7r.1,  022  ~ 71"2-71.2, ~23 : 712.71".3, 
and 
with 
3 2 
7ri* = E 7Tij' 7~.j ~ E 7rij' 
j= l  i= i  
i=1 ,2 ,  j=1 ,2 ,3 ,  
7rll = .10993, 7r12 = .10993, 7r13 = .18996, 
7"/'21 = .15830, 7r22 = .15830, ~r23 = .27355, 
then 
011 -- .10993, 012 = .10993, 013 = .18996, (a) 
~921 = .15830, 022 = .15830, 923 = .27355. 
The sample sizes considered in the study are n = 60, 100, and 200. As a criterion of comparison 
of the different estimators, we shall consider the mean-squared error. We simulate N samples 
from the multinomial population of parameters n and v~ = (~911,..., 023)T and we obtain ~¢~(~), 
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for A = 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, and 4.5. The mean-squared error for every probability Oij is given 
by 
N 
1 
MSE~¢ = ~ E \(~¢(~).~,3~sj - )ij , i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, 3, (5) 
s=1 
where ~¢(~) is the minimum K¢-divergence stimator of dij using the sth-sample, i = 1, 2, i,j(~) 
j = 1,2,3, and s - -  1 , . . . ,N  with N- -  50000. 
In Tables 1-3, we present hese mean-squared errors for n -- 60, 100, and 200, respectively. 
As there is no best A for all parameters, we calculate the mean-squared error associated to all 
parameters as the sum 
2 3 
MsE  = E • 
i=1 j~ l  
The three smallest (written in bold) are considered the best. 
We can observe from these tables that ~¢(~ ) and ~¢(~) offer an attractive alternative to the 
maximum likelihood estimator, t~ML E. Besides, they are the best members of the family of the 
K¢-estimators for all n. As expected, when n increases, the mean-squared errors are smaller; i.e.; 
for big n the estimators ~¢(~) are better. 
Table 1. Mean-squared 
n=60.  
M. SE ,,i 
z912 
~21 
z922 
')23 
MSE~ 
A=l .5  A=2.0  
.00889 .00087 
.00977 .00088 
.03570 .00170 
.02421 .00148 
.02251 .00146 
.01505 .00261 
.11612 .00900 
Table 2. Mean-squared 
n = 100. 
MSE~.i 
')11 
')12 
v~13 
')22 
')23 
MSE~ 
A = 1.5 A = 2.0 
.00620 .00052 
.00690 .00052 
.03494 .00099 
.01983 .00085 
.02066 .00086 
.01273 .00154 
.10126 .00528 
Table 3. Mean-squared 
n = 200. 
MSE~i~ 
')11 
~13 
")21 
")22 
")23 
MSE~ 
A = 1.5 A = 2.0 
.00519 .00025 
.00696 .00025 
.03501 .00048 
.01108 .00041 
.01721 .00041 
.01137 .00076 
.08681 .00258 
error for ~¢(;~) with ') = 
A = 2.5 A = 3.0 
.00085 .00077 
.00085 .00077 
.00173 .00176 
.00131 .00117 
.00140 .00121 
.00275 .00285 
.00888 .00853 
for ~¢(),) with ') error 
A = 2.5 A = 3.0 
.00051 .00046 
.00050 .00045 
.00100 .00099 
.00078 .00065 
.00080 .00066 
.00163 .00171 
.00522 .00491 
error for ~¢(x) with ') 
A = 2.5 A = 3.0 
.00024 .00022 
.00024 .00022 
.00049 .00046 
.00037 .00028 
.00037 .00028 
.00081 .00086 
.00252 .00232 
(011, . . . , ' )23)  T given by (5) with 
A=3.5  
.00067 
.00068 
.00164 
.00092 
.00091 
.00297 
.00779 
A = 4.0 k = 4,5 
.00068 .00070 
.00068 .00070 
.00127 .00073 
.00061 .00031 
.00060 .00030 
.00322 .00323 
.00706 .00597 
( ' )11, . . . ,  ')23) T given by (5) with 
MLE 
.00085 
.00086 
.00159 
.00145 
.00144 
.00233 
.00852 
A ---- 3.5 A = 4.0 A = 4.5 MLE 
.00041 .00049 .00066 .00052 
.00041 .00048 .00066 .00051 
.00087 .00063 .00034 .00095 
.00045 .00029 .00013 .00086 
.00046 .00029 .00013 .00087 
.00183 .00220 .00276 ,00139 
.00443 .00438 ,00468 .00509 
( ' )11, . . . , ' )23) T given by (5) with 
A = 3.5 A = 4.0 
.00021 .00031 
.00022 .00031 
.00038 .00027 
.00019 .00012 
.00019 .00012 
.00097 .00136 
.00216 .00250 
A = 4.5 MLE 
.00067 .00025 
.00067 .00025 
.00017 .00047 
.00006 .00043 
.00006 .00043 
.00269 .00070 
.00432 .00254 
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